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Field theory of interacting open superstring in fermionic

ghost representation based on anticommuting and commuting ghosts

corresponding respectively to world sheet bosonic Д? and fermionic

^ coordinates 1Л presented. We have to revise once more the

field theory of the free Ramond (R) string and starting from

general algebraic point of view we obtain that the number of degrees

of freedom in the R and NSOleveu-Schwarz) sectors equalise them*;

selves permitting to construct a supersymmetric operator. We pro-

pose to solve a specific eqution guaranteeing superinvariance in

order to find the R-R-NS and NS-R-R vertices in the term of the

NS-NS-NS vertex.
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I. Introduction.

String field theory has the great virtue of explicitly main-

taining the underlying gauge -ymmetry behind string theory. It is

evident that the gauge invariant formulation of string is necessary

for tne investigation of renormalizability, dynamical symmetry brea-

king, spontaneous compactification etc., and especially for investi-

gating such questions for superstrings.

Interacting field theory of open superstrings was proposed by

Witten[ll and studied in more detail in [?] (see also [3] ), using

the bosonic representation of ghosts. For the purpose of an explicit

demonstration of gauge invariance,as well as understanding of field

contents of the theory and investigation of quantization, the fermi-

onic formulation has more advantages.

The fermionic formulation of the Witten's covariant open boso-

nic string fields theory WE.S constructed by Gross and Jevicki [4 j

(see also [5J )•

It is the purpose of this paper to develop the formu-

lation of interacting open superstring field theory using the fer-

mionic representation of the ghosts. As it will be seen, the gene-

ral strategy of our considerations and the main formulas will be

applicable to Witten's as well to light-cone-like vertices [б-э] .

To make our construction more transparent we have to revise once

more th" operator formulation of free fermionic strings in spite of

are

the fact numerous papers^devoted to the subject [iO - Pi"] . Recall

that the construction of string field theory for the Neveu-Schwarz

(NS) string was achieved by straightforward generalization of the

ooen bosonic string theory, and the problem arose only with con-

structing an action for the Ramond (R) string- Applying the simple '

generalization of the ?pen bosoniс string to the R string turned
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out not be straightforward for two .nain reasons: appearance of new

zero modes of the commuting superconformal ghosts and the presence

of two kinetic energy operators in the tiiiiiV operator which led to

the so celled Ramond string puzzle. As to supersymmetry of the free

NSE action all previons considerations have some drawbacks. As it

will be seen from the text some formulas which we shall present

have already occurred in the previous papers, however, beinr obtai-

ned from general algebraic arguments the formulae rrnin more logical

connection and clarity.

We shall show that Yamron's action for R string fields £l9}

can be derived from general algebraic considerations which lead to

the concept of "truncated" Bxto,' operator U R being nilpotent on the

some subspace rt^ . The choice of the subspace <rt R. in the R. sector

equalises the number of degrees of freedom in two superstring sec-

tors and permits us to construct supersymmetry operator V which con-

verts R states into MS states and vice versa.

Note that the idea of "truncation" had been applied to describe

the Ramond string fields in refs.flO, II, 13, 17, 18] but the "con-

sistently truncated" fields in these papers had to have dynamically

dependent components, which dictated the use of component descripti-

on rather unappropriate for the interacting case.

The basic idea of operator realisation for interacting superst-

rings is simple: since on zero mass level supersymmetry permits to

find the interaction between spinor and Yane-Mills fields, we ad-

vocate solving a specific equation guaranteeing superinvariance in

order to find the R~ R- NS and NS>-Q~R. vertices in the

terra of the NS-NS'NS vertex. So we reverse Witten's proposal

[i, 2 J where he starts from t̂ iven vertices and then proves the in-

variance of the action under tiUbif transformation.
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The paper is organized as follows. The purpose of preliminary

consideration of sect.2 is to clarify our general strategy without

going into, any detail. In sect.4 using general algebraic construc-

tion of truncated BRST charge described in previous sect.3 we analy-

se the free action for the R, string.

In sect.5 we present the correct form of condition insuring

supersymmetry of the free NSR. action, then we explicitly

construct the SUSY transformation and we end up with brief demon-

stration that the requirement of supersymmetry permits to find the

NS-f[~R.vertex. In the Appendicies we give the notations used in

the paper and present some 'teenies! details omitted in the text.

2. Preliminary consideration

It is convenient to write down the action for the open super-

string using a single string field $ in the form 1.1-31

where $ = ( CL, y ) , Q. and Ц/
 are

 functionals from supersymmetric

sectors of the N3 and К strings, respectively,

0- (^ ° )
Q
 I 0 Q J ^ (2)

(to be more precise, l|/ € rL^ and only Q.R enters the eq.(2)).

Since we intend following Witten's suggestion [l,2] to have the

invariance under linear SUSY transformation S ^ ^ V ? * for free and

interacting terms of the action separately, we ought to suppose the

following conditions to hold
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Here implicitly it is supposed that the scalar product is non-

degenerate
1
^ ( the sign t. depends on (anti) hermicity properties

ofV).

If we choose the matrix of transformation V to be offdiagenal,

i.e.

f°
О / (?)

than it is natural to look at V as a 3U3Y transformation since the

variation of bosonic NS string field would be expressed through

fermioni': R field and vice versa.Kote that eq.(5) means that V^ ^

and V/vs,£ are in fact intertwinin • operators for the Biioi1 charges:

Г
 Vf?.,/VS Q-R (6a)

t
 (6b)

while eq.O) interrelates the NS'NS,NS~R R.-R. vertices.

But actually, things are not so simple, since the scalar product

for R sector is deeply degenerate (it will be transparent from the

sect-4), and eqs. (3)»(^) have to be appropriately modified (see

sect.5 and sect.6).

It is easy to guess that operators which solve eas.(6) must have

something to do with operators which convert the rt and NS modes of

world-sneet fermions and the corresponding rthosts . For world-

s-sheet fermions H C"2) and I (2) this operator is well-known [l<?l ,

it is the fermion emisjion vertex at K^~Q WC,(H) - Vn(2, К) ^-л .

It is instructive to point out that in some sense W p C2_) is an

I) The scalar product ('/) is defined to be nondegenerate if the

eouality ( Ф , Ф
1
) » О for each §e*H implies to $i = 0



intertwining operator for H i e ) , ГС?) , i.e. the following for

mal relation holds

( 7
 )

with the operator

is e formal solution of

Therefore it is natural to connect

V^dt)
5
 V(/p (*)^к (X) where

the equations

As both sides of eq. (7 ) are well defined in different regions,pro-

perly speaking, eq.(7 ) is not really meaningful which is not sur-

prising sinceonly integer powers of и enter in the RHS of eq.(7 5

while in the LHS there are half integer ones .But it is easy to ex-

tract from fermion emission vertex the factor which solves the cor-

rect equation like (7 ) with. u. being shifted LP̂ -l.

However to construct VN$. R operator it is convenient to use

formal eqs.(7-9)having in mind that the equations may be made meaning-

ful by means of analytical continuation of LHS.Hote that construc-

ting a full intertwining operator is really the same as extending the

fermion emission vertex onto the ghost sector. The covariant fermion

vertex operator was obtained in ref.[22"] i
n
 terms of bozonized ghosts

and ref. [I7jcontains the desirable answer in terms of J\, A and "t, x.

phosts. Converting Q/y_$ into the Qg operator based on the SL2 -in-

variant ghost vacuum was presented in [ ̂ J, but it cannot be directly

applied to our purpose.
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Now, it is appropriate to provide some comments on interacting

term in (I). The multiplication rule for two-component string

fields is

ал /ал /a.t'4,

И
so it is necessary to define three kinds of multiplication, namely

I/
;.'C-"i4o, NG-R, R-'ii. The » operation for a pair of the N3 functionals

can rje described in close analogy with the case of open bosonic

strip.;
1
;, i.e. for kitten's vertex it can be obtained generalising

ref.f4j-.nd for light-cone-like vertex by formulas of refs. [_6—9J -

It turns out that one can define the product of the No and the

R states as well as the product of two a states by requiring super-

symmetry, i.e. eq. (4). i,aively one can expect thet the product of

two R states is determined, in the following way. At first usinp;

Vp tia operator R states converts into the i!o states ?.nd then

it remains to multiply them as two No states

(II)

However, as it will be seen below, the theory contains not only one

operator converting the R states into the Гчо states priving a reason

to complicate the nH3 of (II). The multiplication of the No and it

states expect to be defined along the same lines.

Apart from the formulas defining the Nt>—It and zi-d vertices, ea.

(4) put the constraints on Ku-No vertex. This constraint would be

satisfied if we demand the following Leibnetz rule

for the operator > = Vjj ̂• V^gg which is also supposed to

the Grassmanian parity of states.

Here we use the о operation and the connection with the Witter.'s

* operation is given by ф в у
г
^ у . ( . / ^ / ^ ^ ^ £QJ



ith vprBut in reality the fact that we are dealinr with vprenerate metric : r.

the R. space implies that the eqs,( II, l?)nnve to be modified.

However the main lesson from the above preliminary discussion is

that the converting operators V(j
 w s
 and V ^ s

 e
 pis.

v
 the crucial rcle-

in demonstrating supersymaetry of the free ьпН action as well as in

the construction of vertices.

3. Truncated nilpotent operator

Let us remind the eeneral arguments tnat lead to the fr^e strir..-"

field action of the form

Suppose Ф to be some Lie alpebra with LL;. L:J
=
i": Li

u
 K--/V... A

1
',

^ is s module for QP, and Ь - ^ ^ O , L ^ O to be e ,~iven

set of equations. Extend the space j£ up to some vector space <rv ,

where s reDresentation of the following commutation relations

acts, with Cn and C_- С • , L ^ 1 being realised as creation

operattors. The conventional BUST operator is defined as

and the desired equations L ' ^ ^ O I } 0 follow from Q. Ф = 0

if the structure constants are constrained .es I *
u
 • = О С J>0 K-^0.

The equation Ц ^ = 0 can Ъе derived from the action (I?) if

scalar product in (13) is nondefrenerate and Q. satisfies an ягггс-

rriate hf:x
-
miticit.v condition.

ou;--pore that by rq:ze exti-a reasons, we have no neod for the tcta]

ret of ecuntions :md we hnvc el i:.iin:ited trie equation L ; Ц5 = 0 fo"
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i/* t
0
 from the set of desired, equations. Such в "truncated" set can

also be derived from the action J?ike (13) but with Q_ being replaced

by a new 3RST charge

The operator Q_ is not nilpotent on the whole space ft ,but

nere is a subspace 7-t specified by the constraint

( i 7 )

where the condition

would hold. Really, we have:

So, it is possible to confront one nilpotent operator Q, acting

on ft with a set of operators Q. >, all of them beinfc nilpotent on

appropriate subspaces <rC

4. Free Ramond action

Consider the open superstring, written in the NSR formnlisn.

Applying the formula (15) to super Virnsoro algebra one gets the

standard form for the 3kST charges
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where the operators in кНЗ of (18),(19) ore defined by means of

well known formulas (see AppendixA) .The equation О . Ф ~ О withQ,

in the form (I8)yields the traditionaly desired equation of motion

for NS string field: Q. ы$ ®-~ 0 which in turn rives
 u s
 the total

set of physical constrants for first quantized r*3 states

provided that S
e
, S_

n>
 5_„_ ( H > 0 ) , -^-tj -Y ^ ^

are creation operators. For the R, string states the naive counter-

part for (20) would be

n i . I I it/ - Л

But due to the relation C
o
 - u

o y
 the equation LJ

0
 I ~

 w
 di-

rectly follows from r
ft
 Ц^ = 0 and so it сел be dropped from the

set of equations. Hence the S
o
 mode can be "truncated" from total Qj

and we obtain
 9
 following (I6)

f
truncated BRST operator Q.^ in the

form:

According to condition (I?) this operator is nilpotent on

vectors satisfying the constraint

But instead of solving directly this equation we note that to

provide gauge invariance it is sufficient to have a "weak" nilpoten-

cy, i.e. an average of { U.£ ) being zero.This suppiiesyreason for

introducing a new scnlar product for which the relation

^ ) Y ) ~0 would hold. Hence, let us introduce the scalar

product by the formula
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where »ttie kernel i is giwen by o-function

Under this definition the equality (4±,Y (.ib+M^V) ~0 is

expected for al] Ц* . Selow we are going to give the precise mea-

ning to eqs. (24), (?5).

Now it is the time to describe the space <H-R. • As for nonzero

physical and ghost modes they are in ordinary ?ock representation

where negative frequency operators are realised as creation ones

i
 v
\

so the total vacuura \0/ is the tensor product of the vacua for eac!

node, because the zero modes of the d fer̂ iicr.ic oscillators act li!

jamma matrices, the vacuum snd the fields for the i< string also

carry jjO(3,l) Dirac spinor indices, which we suppres as usual.

! As to the bosonic ghost zero modes U
e
 , x-

o
 , they can not be

realised in the standard >/ay. iteally, ]et !o/ to be the t
0
 vacuum

i -t
0
 IO> = 0 and Ь.|

0>
={Хац1 IO>=ZOL

M
|H> J to be the corres-

,' ponding "Fock" space, than it immediatly follows from the algebra

\\.
c
 i.J"l

 a n c
*
 t h e

 'lermiticity properties Le^t-o ,х.
в

 =
 ~Ъ

в
 that

г scalar product in П-(
о
ч is identically zero, i.e. <fV7l|h)> = 0 ̂

o r

! every JW»)>, \Y\\ . Lxactly the same is true for the space *Цо)
 =

: = | 2_ С "t
e
 jo)= X C u I h.) ( -LJo)-0. This conclusion would not be su:

! prising if one notices that "t
o
 and x.

o
 can be identified with O,

and u p operators for standard oscilator and reminds that gene-

ralized eigenvectors for it, which include the vacua lo)> or |o) ,

\ can not be normalized. There are two ways to avoid the difficulty

P_ One way would be to realise the "fc
o
 , x.

o
 algebra in the tradi-

% I T

tional holomorphic representation, passing from the pair Z
Q
 Ъ

е
 to

Q,' - "t
e
 t L.U

O
 and the other one would be to to work in the

space гЦо) Ф k[
o
\ . In what follows we shall construct tho the-

ory in the space ^•|о)®'ЧоЧ since we do not know a clear way to
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define the notion of ghost number in holomoryhic representation.

Defining the starting normalization (o|o)>=l we obtain

From (26) we realize that non one of the two basises 11 И.)>J ,

forms the habitual ortogonal sistem but together they do form the

byortogonal sistem and the completeness condition takes the form:

11= Z ^ I^Xtt-l •»-Z-^| l^CH-t • All the additional detales of

this construction will be presented below, here we shall confine

ourself to one concrete realisation of the scheme which may be

usefull for the reader. Namely, let us realise the operators "t
e
 ,

x.
o
 in the standard manner: x-

e

r:
*~^/3t , ~t

o
"*b acting on functions

(distributions) f ("t) , "t € [-оо,с« J . Then |o)-*SCi), |o>-> 1 and

(Ql0>= fi^6(0 =1, f^->^l
n
, \П)->П?&

Ы)
(1) , зо we ob-

tain (mlvx> =(-l)
m
joL4:S

(m)
-{

:

n
= nlSm.h*

 For a function

one can write Ul) - Z f , I УС>М f > » I &ЪГ №

— L. YI\ - *• ^ / so we gain the usual Taylor expansion

that demonstrates that the completeness condition 1 =2_ yjj

does hold at least in the space of real-analitical function?.

The space for the H string st2;tes would.be ей. ̂ ~ <H-|6>

where cK. [
0
Ч - <И, ® *1(

0̂
 and <Н.[ф= <Н- ® ^io)

 c a n ne
 viewed as the

r'ock spases corresponding to the total vacua | о У <8 |O>

. v. ,
 ч

and | O / <S J О J) . In what follows we shall omit, as a
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rule, all the vacuum structures except the "fc
0
 structure.

Now we are ready to give the precise definition for о(»х
в

1-k)U!
1
 (27)

It is easy to checK the desired relation

Indeed,

То obtain from Q.fj4
/
 = 0 tlie Dirac-like equation (-^"О we

have to define Ц̂  to be a vector from the d-v [
o
y space, denoting it

as |V|/> .

The truncated field |Ц/ ̂ is a state constructed from |

= Z А Ц I У1) as follows:
n>0

к
)

2

^ Л?0 . (29)

where A
r t
 are arbitrary polynomials in nonzero modes.

It is obvious that

M-to^Xl^-lvb^O, (30)
so \ Ц/> and l^ /> are indeed equivalent in respect to the metric (24).

Dealing with the notion of truncated field we can present a sca-

' lar product for H-\^\ vectors in the following way
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where

6'(O =~ bX-ll -lOCol . (5?)

The action for R. string

R te

can naturally be defined in terms of (",'}R . Due to the relation

proved in the AppendixC and taking into account eq.(29) we can rew-

rite (33) in a number of equivalent forms

here (•,•) denotes the scalar product in the physical modes space

as well as the non-zero ghosts modes.

The action (33) is none other as the action proposed by Yamron

L19J.Indeed, in Yamron's action the charge is not truncated but the

kernel is .supposed to be b, I . The additional factor 5 0 projects

the field on its So-independent component, while eq.(28) allows to

replace Q R by Q.R . As it follows from the ref. [191 Q. £ is the

hermitian operator in the metric (24) . At the sane time the compo-

nent formula (35') is the same as the formulas obtained for TR, in

refs. Ill, iOJ based on the full charge Q.R and S-dependent "consis-

tently truncated" field ^ . So, the equivalence of all these action:

^ (35) I
where, - S W ( O = !°)C3l+ 1DC21* ЮС11 * l3)C0l . f

The eq. (35) permits us to present the action through the com-

ponents of truncated field \Ц^> * % l°>
 +
 % I
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is obvious. The version which described in this paper is minimal

both as to the number of independent field conponents and the

structure of BKST charge thet makes it suitable for the purposes

of studyng the interacting strings.

5. Supersymmetry of free NoH action.

Let us examine the modifications of the superinvarinnce condix

tior. (6) for the free string action which are caused by degeneracy

of the metric for the it states. Writing the action in the fmrm

we fir.a that 1 is invariant ипагч- O i
:
v 1 if the following conditi

(57)

on

is fulfilled.

The inner structure of the matrix V = VV/v£ С О )
 h a s

 ^°

spncified. Namely, as the action really decends net on \u/) but on

so \bf%/ should be defined in terms of |Ц/^ only, therefore we put

V *V
D
 ..rt'j » where J is defined in Ape. 3. Reversing this

reasoning we arrive to Vŷ rj ̂ of the following structure V/\rg ц~

W
,R

 >

' l P l 0 1 > , ?Ыу\0ХоМХЦ,?Ы)-№°№Ш. Assuain;-; She matrix
/ R N& 1

 t 0
 be hermitian we get the following form for

v
-"Wv о Л

 v
"ixv о ) с»)

where
 r
^~~

r
^^jv v • There is one more reason in favour of "zhe rno:ce

(38). It is naturnl to ^uprose that я Ц bo^onic O(
n
 and non-zero ^ ^

jhos-
1
- .r.odes for both strings are identified and the operator IT* ac-

ting from П.\
в
у into H ^ has the form 1Г * = (о 1 IT* I 0 )) ,
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where \0) is the vacuum for Г and £ £ modes only К So the con-

jugate operator IT mapping the A/S states into H. \
o
) states is

given by V = CCO | IT ( o) •

The operator \b ) is just the desired operstor to make\p) ЯГ

an operator mapping <H-/\/S into «И-|
0
> which is actually in accor-

dance with the definition of VA/S, R • ̂
n
 other words, (,8 ) plays

the role of inverse picture changing operator in fermionic ghosts

representation, i.e. И X го )
 =

 -^1п1> ' ̂ '
ote
*
 t n a

t in contrnst

to ref. L 17J the presence of inverse picture changing operator per-

mits us to deal with usual hermitian conjugation properties of | о>

and j o) .

Due to the assumption about the hermitian properties of TJ~

eqs.(37) reduces to single equation

To solve this equation we expand nj- in power series in X-o * S
o

"ЛГ ~ £— £— °o L-o u m k , than it is obvious that only

terms up to first order in Vo }S o enter in eq.(39).It is convenient

to rewrite eq.(39) with the help of the matrix

where V". . '« ((0 11r- • iO ) • Taking into account the explicit for-

mulas for h , (S )~ by straightforward calculation we rewrite (59)

as

where *Ljw. 5*41?,
 a r e defined by

Q

''''"Double" vector яугтЬсО? will alwnys be used for the NS states.

Here :iJ vacuum is |C))= |0))в|0̂ )? , where |0)}- is the ^-vacuum ,S
o
|0^5:0

and |0)) is the vecinjr; for f-J and «^^-modes.
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The fact that the matrix of SUSY transformation is connected,

with 2x2 matrix W which intertwines matrix-operators (HR and G/yg

is not surprising. Its origin is the following.

The representation (33), (35) for 1 ^ makes clear that func-

tional arbitrariness in NS and R string fields is equal, namely

both fields have only linear dependence on zero modes OL = Q-Jo))*

"*"0Llll))
 f
 y ^ = 4^, lO^+M^lO , so they can be considered^ vectoi

of a "two-dimensional" linear space: JK - ( u
0
 ,(Xi)

 }
 В "(Уо,

In this notation the NSR. action is;

where the brackets dehote the average in H. spaces after

matrix multiplication has been performed, (Г = (5
 Q
) , с = (. ̂

 O y
/

#

This matrix notation express the similarity between the NS

and K. sectors in a more transparent way. Indeed, in both cases the

relevant fields nre two -component fields, as in both cases the mat-

rices di contain three different operators which obey the same al-

gebra: Q - ^ L i ^ r l ^ O , Q.
R

 +
 F c = 0 ,(A.2I),(A.22) ,that in its turn

makes both the matrices nilpotent Фс
=
О-(Е^лл? • The conjugated mat-

rix G. is defined by чя
15
;!- У. S, (1 = E for N$ and 1=0"

for R. ) where + is the hermitiaa conjugation and it is bvious that

ЧЛК/S R
 a r e

 self- adjoint. These properties of ч^-S provide

the gauge invariance of the action (43) under oA
=
vL(ji/cIU OlD

The action (4J) is invariant under supertransformotions

SA-ESCHB. SB-SA

is the intert/vinning operator ior
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Here it is supposed that the operators truestoruiing the R ina

states are conjugated. Such an assumption correspond to the

standard requirement Tor two successive supertraneiormution to be

hermitiui.

<Ve shall пол proceed to solve eq.(39) or e^uivolently to lino the

intertivinning operator ч/ . The existence ol the operator vvp drops

a hint to search lor "U" in the lolloping Гогш 1Г= U- Vv ,vith

being the intert.vinning operator bet.veen Q ^ and CCR
 :

* ™ Q H / S R

rVith this ипгсЛг in hi..nds we ht-ve in (39) ( Qj^ here is the O<Ct

i'orm of (Ц,^ ):

so U. is nothing but the intert^inning operator lor the toti.1

and the (Lin •

Hovvever .ve shall directly verily thfct ь solution ol eq. (39) is

given by the iolloAdnj lormula:

f HT-(&LW. ( 4 4 )

After the ejisatz ^ — ч

v \ о го-ву
i n s p i r e d by t h e p r e v i o u s c o n s i d e r a t i o n e q s . ( 3 9 ) > ( 4 1 ) t r ^ n s i o r u i i n t o :

F x j ; QA/S *• гсГг L

(45c)

here .ve IUOK into account L^~"r . It it. uho.-.n in Appendix Ъ that

f.ja. (4tO holu ii ЛХ/ ie the imerwinninj operator lor Q ino.
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As it was mentioned in the Introduction there exists the opera-

tor ЛХ/р ("Z ) which do not depend on ghost's modes and fulfills

the relation W
p
 GOL^•» L^Wp <ZW*(*j£ * £ * ± ^ W F Ф .

It was suggested by Kazama et al and Witten L17,2J that anomalous

term in the above relation should be compensated by the ghost emis-

sion vertex vX'qA. converting the ghosts from M5' and R. sectors.

Suppose operator vC£j,(̂ ?) to have the form

-I
Calculating for \-лЛЛ(2/ the right and left sides of simbolical

eqs.(8 ),(9) separetely we obtain in both sides formal operator

series which are in one to one correspondence with generating functior

according to the rule y^
s
-»X , /) ̂  -* W,

 }
 \.

 K
 -* ЯГ'

 й

 ?
 •fc

(<
-»T<cr

k
.

As a result we get in RHS and LHS of (
 8
),(9 )

2
 Y»?

0
^

( 4 7 b )

In W (COl and (0) denote the vacua for the ghost modes only.
D * *



щ
The power series in (47) and (4-8^converge in different region,

but one can have in mind the analitical continuation of correspor-

ding functions. To solve eqs.(o)
3
(5)in that sense we neve to solve

the following functional equations

<»9Ъ>

where

S (v,

The equations are satisfied by the functions

rf С*.»)- ^ - [ 1 - ^ 1 (50.)
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and we arrive precisely to the operator WjA being proposed earlier

in the paper [I7J , where w*h was constructed by means of a rather

complicated ghost analogue of gauge identities for р^ц and Gr., opera

tors L?5J« We belive that it is more suitable to start from inter-

twining relations for ghost's fields ard obtain the above mentioned

identities due tothe relations 2. & £ Л.^ ~ ^-Цц5
т
°^»и 7 ^ 'ht|,"

" ^.Cg
n
o(

n
 (The operators Gfi/£ and CJJ are defined in Appendix A.

It is not difficult to prove that following relations holds

The proof is going along' the linesjof well known calculations with

- W e begin with an integral representation for rt/y;y(see(A.I3))

with a contour of integration which encircles the origin in positive s

sence but excludes 2 , i-e.l^j<Uj. The generating function for

C ) in the region l^lM^l after the substitution (47a) can

be sum up to the factor

In order to use eq.(50b) in the evaluation of the generating function

for X.(^)v(4k^)we choose in (A*I4) the contour of integration enclosing

2 , i.e. li£|<|̂ .|, and we get the factor

Then we can continue the last factor Д 2 into the region

and find out that it coincide with the factor
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The similar argument works for С/у$ and C g operators as well,

As usual [2^,17,18] some more troubles appear during; the proof

of commutation relations for L ^ and L £ operators, for which we

shall use the integral representation (A.8), (A.9), where the con-

tours of integration are chosen so that (uJ<lZt for и/уд and

|y,|>|1.l for Lg . As compare with the proof of eqs. (51), (52)

there are two new features: firstly, due to the normal ordering an

anomalous term (conformal weight) appears which is desired to be

equal toi^n-ij/o I 17 J , yielding the construction of the covari-

as a product of two operator W F and Wa.k, •
ant vertex with conformal weight I ̂Secondly, going from the region

I^I<I21 into the region |^.|>|Z| we finde the pole in the point

У.-Н • It occurs that the contribution of this pole is expressed

via the derivative of the exponential in (^6).

This fact rests on the nonlinear constreinty that connect the

functions ОС В If and <5. We present one of thise relations

! . 8 £ ( § , £ ) (53)
//here

fter some calculations (see Appendix F) one get the final answer

(55)

Hence, the operator

(56)

which together with eqs. (A.6)-(A.9), ends the proof of the relation

really is the intertwining operator for L n *L>n and L»w *Ltt
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Note that the system of functional equations (49) does not have

a'unique solution because the determinant of the system considered

as a linear system is equal to zero. To select an appropriate W o
n
"

has to incorporate same additional requirements, namely, four

equations of the type (53)» the constraints which ensure the analyt

properties of the factors like yM^i ,i=l,2, etc.

From general mathematical point of view the uniqueness of solu- f

tion of equation (57) is connected with non-trivial BRST cohomology jj

classes of super-Virasoro algebras in the representations furnished f

by NS and R string states. Shifting the given intertwinning operator j

on the operator which has the form Q.
R
T*-TQ./vs

 w e
 again S

e
t the

intertwinning operator . If one takes Т-\Х7*у then> the operator

is obviously the intertwiradng operator too and this

construction gives us the possibility to change the ghost number

of the intertwinning operator, moreother the simple modification

permits to consider the insertion V which depends on the variable

* Г2].

Now same comments about the closure of the algebra of SUSY

transformation are in order. If v^ i3 a space—time supersymmetry

charge then its anticommutator must contain the momentum

It can occur that in the EHS of (58) enter the operator of total

momentum including ghost part so that in non-ghost sector it coinci-

des with momentum 2р
ж
JoUrR,(0") . An additional ghosts contribution

into RHS of (58) would be killed by a'gauge transformation.

Let us argue that the form (44) of SUSY transformation
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(where we explicitly extract the S0(9,I) spinor index oC ) does

not contradict to (58) by ghost number counting. Really, ~W^ has

ghost number -1/2 while 1*Ĵ  has ghost number 0 as well as the

second term in the RHS of (39), so the ghost number of anticommu-

tator of two У* operators is inevitably equal to zero in accor-

dance with expecting algebra of SUSY transformation (58).

The LHS of (58) for ^ t of the form (39) can be expressed as

о
(59)

So, to verify the relation (58) we need the explicit form of the

operators ^(^"^a)
 an<
^

L
 ^7<* (г&'У ^л) « As to the first one it is

Just known Ъ^ТГр)*рЦ
0Ы
Ы*у Зу virtue of the identity

established in [l8J and known anticommuting

relations for v^p^ and v^p& and by the representation P =

contribution] one gets Vfc Vp) =$(£), <JT>

6. Vertices.

As it1 mentioned in sect.2 the possible alternative which con-

structs the SUSY invariant interaction would be to solve directly

eq.(4) expressing SUSY invariance. The main novelty that arises

as compared with formal consideration of the sect.2 is the need to

take into account the degeneracy of the metric & . In this case

SUSY invariance of interaction implies

' U (60)

By eq-(60) and linearity one gets the similar equation for symmetric

part of the product of two different vectors $ 4 and <x» .We put
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the products with R-states to depend on 1Ц/ > » J 1 ^ only.Rewriting

the corresponding equations for V in the form (38) one gets the

following set of relations

(6ie)

( 6 I b )

У

We will demonstrate that eqs.(6I) permit us to find о operation

for two R states and R and BS states in terms of NS-NS e as veil

as to find the necessary condition for product of two NS states.

Notice that I
 a
 J (,~o)j and J

 =
J 11 л we can write1 л

(62c)

C62d)

here we denote 1Г = (-§ ) V . Taking into account (~S;)Y =

a
(-S') T~(-&')i =-EL\J* J we obtain

)

:
 One can conclude from eqs.(6?) that the multiplication ofRstetes
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actualy dependr only on truncated two component R fields. So, for

the sake of simplicity, we shall omit the simbol "tr" looking at

all the R states as the truncated vectors.

To analyze the interralations of eqs.(62) it is usefull to

explore the following set of equations

a
2

У
г

 (63b)

which directly follows from (62).

Eq.(63a) leaaa to the desired formula for R-R multiplication.

Indeed, putting Ц/._ = TTOLi or precisely H'j, = (-&') ITOL- we

get

where "sym" indicates the symmetrical part.

As it was mentioned above eqs.(63) bring us the constraint on

NS-NS multiplication . Really, acting on (63a) by the operator

J*
 S
V If we obtain

The product of two R states in RHS can be reexpreesed by means of

ea.(63b)

So lonp; as we have in mind that all the eauations are eouations
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on symmetric under 1*^2 parts we csn omit the term JQ,^y(X
7
 if

we suppose the operator f being change the Grsssmonian parity of

of states, i.e. «TCL» JrCL*O . The К states multiplication beinf;

expressed via (63b) pives the final answer

(64b) is fulfilled if £ obeys the Leibnitz rule (12).

At last substituting the explicite formula (64a) for the fi-R

multiplication into eqs. (62a) and (62b) we get
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6. Conclusions

We have described the field theory of interacting NSR supers-

tring in the fermionic ghosts representation. To complete the const-

ruction one needs an explicit form of the NS-NS vertex. One can

expect to do this following the steps of Gross and Jevicki const-

ruction for bosonic string and taking into account the ghost nura-

(

ber arguments.First steps in this direction taken by Neveu and

Note that understanding of the free Б action from the algebraic

point of view plays a crucial role in our consideration. We had to

call in question the conjecture that the correspondence between free

second quantised and first quantised theories implies that the equa-

tion of motion of any free string theory is 0,Ф = 0 . In our opinion

we have first to look at the set of first quantised equations and

single out from among them the independent equations and then con-

struct the Q operator for which the equation Q. Ф
 ж
0 implies an

independent set of equations. This point of view directly yieds an

appropriate action for R. string written with the help of I ope-

rator .Algebraically one has a clear picture of what the 1 is doing.

On the one hand it projects the states onto relevant truncated sta-

tes, and at the same time it includes the picture changing operator.

The fact that we were actually dealing with truncated J\. states imp-

lies that the NS and R strings can be treated in a similar manner

and moreover produces the explicit 3USY transformations.

We have then to determine the interaction action by demanding

that the SUSY transformation be represented by the linear operator.

What remains to demonstrate is the algebra of SUSY transformations

The algebra is guaranteed on the zero-mass level, as to the closure

of the algebra up to hight levels, there is a reason to expect it on-

ly on mass-shell.
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Appendix A

The first-quantised fermionic coordinates in the NS and R sec-

tors have the oscillator expansions

(*.I)

- 1 ГС
п.

with commutation relations

(A.2)

MV

where VJ^ is the space-time metric

Fermionic ghost representation for the NS and R strings has the

following content: anticommuting (anti)ghosts(S ) S correspondihg

to the bosonic coordinates лу* and commuting (anti)ghosts (.л) A or

("t ) "Ь corresponding to world-sheet spinors H ^ or lум of the US

and R. strings respectively. Ghosts mode expansions have the form

, А ф - Х i^Z*, * : half-integer ,

-, 2 ft : integer
n ) '

(A3)

Ghosts modes hermiticity properties are J\^^•^Ji
y
^i^->z

t
'i^

:i
'tj^,'i

m
'

x
~'t

О have the algebra and the co.jugation properties

of ten-dimensional gamma matrices.

The BxiST charges in the US and E sectors have the form



where

зо
(A.5)

' (A.6

-й - si i ̂

(A.8)

( A
.

9 )

(A.IG)

where o( ̂  are the modes of the first-quantized bosonic coordinate
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The terms И б ^ Л . ^ and 71 F
m
-fc.-

M
 may be represented in the

following form

. ± Г г «- (A.16)

where

Comparing formulas (A.4-),(A.I5)
f
(A.6),(A.8) and (A.17) with

formulas (A.5),(A.16),(A.7),(A.9) and (A.18) gives a nint that an

operator which converts NS modes into R modes may be taken as en

intertwinning operator for Q,™ and Q Q .

It is useful to exspend y^
s
 and Q^ in ghost zero modes

, (A

where /WUso.^ll-Meo-i*, P - F.

' ^o *oGL hT̂•
 Л
^-Л*\^1>

 T h e
 operators enter in the RH$ of eqs.(A.I9)

and (A.?0) satisfy the following relations

(A.2IB)

0 ;
 u

*
2 I b )



The theory must be projected onto the positive G" -parity sector

Since the G -parity operator commutes with all the operators in Q\_

the projection can be left implicit.

The GGC projectors including the ghost modes have the form

(A.23)

The GoO projection must be made in order to reserve the correct

statistics of fields in the I.'BR theory UO-21].

Appendix 3

Truncation operator.

?ne trucated field (Vp f defined by the formula (29) can be ob

tained from the field |Ц^ applying the truncation, operator

with J in the form

a,

10 -
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It is easy to find that 3~|vf
1
*
1
^ » I У У or T " T -

The conjugate operator J is defined b.y

' . (БЗ)

where (ty | is the bra-vector constructed from the bra-vector

-2.\£|Ap by the following rule

i
operator J can be presented эз i

what can be checked by straightforward calculation,

bor the operator x the following formula

holds in a weak sense. From (B5) the eqs. (30), (31) are obvious.

Appendix С

Proof of eq.

Z A
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where we have axploited the relations

2»(ЛГк - Ы , Pi, (2H)(-rt
R
)K.[(-fl

B
)
n

which follow from the algebra (A.22). On the other hand

(Q R I **•»*• (ut(X((-M
2̂B
io> •(-« J V , H> f-

of eq. (C.I))

where we have used the algebra (A.22) again.

Appendix D.

Solution of eq.(39)

Let us proof that the ansatz (44) solves eq.(39) if ~W is

an intertwinnin- operator for the total BRST charges and if ~Vv

independs on J
e
 mode. After the substitution (44) the LHS of go.(59)

mav be written in the form

Galculnting ^ (Q.B С<Ь) ТГ ) we have
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(D.2)

To establish eq.(39) it will suffice to demonstrate the equality

of the right hand sides of eqs.(D.I) and (D.2). Comparing the similar

underlined terms leads to the conditions

which being satisfied provides that the ansatz solves eq.C59). These

equations are the same as eqs. (4-5) clue to the relatins <J31OU —

1 ,

It is easy to check that eqs.(D.3) are satisfied if W is

the intertwinning operator for two charges Q. /̂ 5 and Q ^ .

Indeed the intertwinning condition

means that the following relations hold / 18j

(D.7)

Applying eq.(D.5) and (D.7) to the ghost vacuum <oi((S.| one gets eqs.

(D.3d) and (D.3b). Multiplying eq.(D,5) on the left by P and then
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applying again the result to the ghost vacuum <Co\ one obtains

<(ol ГиУСК, = <ol г Q W •+• Kl\ P У$ CD.8)

taking- intoaccout the relation \ 1 | Vv u ŝ

=\ilupW and the condition

П
2
- I

Г
 =
" Ь ^ one gets immediately eq.(D.5a) from eq.(D.B).

We only have to verify eq.(D.3c). Acting by eq.(D.5) on the bra-

vector <̂ 1 ] we get

(D.9)

Note that to prove the validity of eq.(D.5b) we have to express the

action of r W operator on the ghost bra-vector C2\ in terms of ЪГ
е

and IAJJ . Рог this purpose let us multiply eq.(D.6) on с in the

left side and then apply the result to

<oi FWHM -<oi PAI R W-<2| rer сол
Substituting eq.(D.IO) into (D.9) one gets (D.3c).
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Appendix F

Proof of the commutator relation (55)

Eq. (55) is given in ref.[l7^j , here for the sake of completeness

we present its derivation. The logic of the proof presented below

is slightly modified as compared with the case of the fermion emis-

sion vertex vOpGt) £2M since there is not at our disposal a correct

version of eqs. (8),(9) with argument being shifted. Terao and

Uehara Fl8j dealing with SLp-invariant vacuum have obtained the

correct version of eqs.(8),(9)» that allowed to straightforward I

generalization of the proof for WpGO. f

In the following we shall explote the relations \

<*•«

.here

The proof of eqs.(47a,b) have been based just on these relations

Те analogous relations for antighosts are

(1-5)
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(F.6)

where

\j 1

Computing C(o|W(?)L
h
|o) we obtain

^ЛГ) ̂

In the above we have exploted the formula

Performing the caculation of the commutator in RHo of (F.P) we tret
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In the end we get
_3

Similarly we can easily get

As it was mentioned in sect.5 the contour in the integral repre-

sentation (A.8) is a small circle, I^K \i\ and the contour in the

integral representation (A.9) is a large one, |^1>|2.) .

The generating functionals for RHSs of formulas ( F. 8) and

(F.8') can be written in the form

1 .3

RHS ( ) ) ̂ {1Хг^Х^)^)

+ (contribution of commutator
1
) . (F.IO)

HHS O£

+ (contribution of commutatorY (FtII)

Comparing the generating functions X and X with X. andX

repectively one notes that X o = X e , X e
a X . . Therefore in the cas«?

when the derivative d/dy entered in RHSs of (P.10) and (F.II) acts

directly on the functions X e , X . , X e , X . , then the roots
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are canceled and the corresponding term calculated on a small circle

can be analiticaly continued up to the large circle and moreother

the corresponding terms in RHSs of (F.9) and (F.IO) coincide. In

the case when the derivative acts on the root N̂ .-2. or on 1/vu-s '

the pole appears. The pole produces exactly the first term in

RHS of (55). Indeed, the residue is given by the following express

sion

which due to equations similar to eq.(53)

_
о"

ft

pi VPS

(pole contribution)=z
n+
 ^~ W.

The contribution of the commutator terras is equal to

nnd eccoding the relation

presented in [i?] gives the second terra in RHS of (55).
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